
 
Private Music Lessons 

Tuition Fees and Terms & Conditions 
 

Tuition Fees 
From Monday 24th April 2017, private music lessons will be charged at the following rates: 
 

£34 per hour for block booked lessons 
£36 per hour for individual lessons 

 
Block Booking 

- Block booked lessons will be invoiced at the start of a half term (usually in blocks of 5, 6 or 7, though a 
minimum of 3 lessons is required). 

- Payment is required no more than one week after the first lesson of the block has been delivered. 
- Known unavailability should be accounted for prior to invoicing at the start of the half term. 
- In the event of unforeseen cancellation (including through illness) a minimum of 24 hours notice should be 

given. 
- One lesson per block booking may be transferred to the following half term or a mutually convenient date 

within the current half term, provided the correct notice is given. No more than one lesson per block 
booking can be transferred. 

- If less than 24 hours notice is given prior to a cancellation, no transfer of lesson will be offered. 
- In the event of lessons discontinuing after the current half term, no refund can be offered for missed 

lessons. 
- Notice to discontinue lessons should be given no later than 2 lessons before the end of a block booking. 
 

Individual Lessons 
- Individual lessons do not need to conform to a regular day or pattern and can be used as ad hoc music 

lessons or one off consultations. 
- Payment is required in advance or immediately after the conclusion of the lesson. 
- In the event of unforeseen cancellation (including through illness) a minimum of 24 hours notice should be 

given. Under this circumstance, the lesson can be transferred to another mutually convenient date. 
- If less than 24 hours notice is given prior to cancellation, no transfer of lesson will be offered and any 

outstanding tuition fees must be paid (including the visitation fee if travelling has been undertaken). 
- Lessons can be discontinued at any point without any prior notice. 
 

Visitation Fee 
For every lesson that takes place away from my home, a visitation fee will apply at the following rates: 
 

£4 if within a 6-mile radius of PO20 0NU (or PO20 1QH at select times) 
£6 if within a 6-10 mile radius of PO20 0NU (or PO20 1QH at select times) 

£10 if within a 10-20 mile radius of PO20 0NU (or PO20 1QH at select times) 
Visitation fees for locations within a greater radius than 20 miles are available on request 

 
- Distances are calculated via Google Maps. 
- In very exceptional circumstances, visitation fees may be discounted or waived, subject to discussion 

between both parties. 
- If more than one lesson is being delivered in one location (or less than one mile apart), the visitation fee can 

be divided evenly between the lessons. 


